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Thank you for joining us today as we complete our series of presentations on the Great Invocation. 

The last three weeks we have explored the first three stanzas and today we are concluding with the 

final stanza and line. If you haven’t had the chance to listen to the previous three Triangles webinars, 

you can find recordings of them on the Lucis Trust website, or on our Facebook page, or YouTube 

channel. 

 

The version of the Great Invocation that we have been discussing this month, and the one in 

current use by the Lucis Trust and the Arcane School in all of its service activities, was the last one 

to be given out by the Tibetan. It was given out to initiates and disciples near the conclusion of 

WWII, to set the vision and the goal of the work of world redemption and restoration as set by 

Hierarchy. 

 

The work of disciples, initiates and millions of men and women of goodwill during the Great War 

led to the destruction of materialism’s hold upon the consciousness of humanity. The work today is 

now one of salvaging and rebuilding, “the shrine of human living” according to the Plan, under the 

influence of the in-coming newer Aquarian energies.  

 

The final stanza of the Great Invocation focuses solely on humanity's role in the restoration of the 

Plan for Earth. Four important ideas are communicated; The Race of Men, the Plan of Love and 

Light, the need to “Seal the Door where Evil Dwells,” and the need to “Restore the Plan on Earth.” 

Some have found the last stanza to be controversial because it states the fact of evil, and its need to 

be “sealed” by humanity. 

 

Each of these four ideas shed light on humanity’s role in the Plan. It was said by the Tibetan that the 

Great Invocation would rebuild the world utilizing the energy of the 7th Ray, to help in the 

manifestation of the new civilization along hierarchical lines, and in alignment with the Will of God 

for the Aquarian Age. This work is through the use of sound and vibration, and the Great 

Invocation is a Hierarchical tool of this work. 

 

From the words, “From the Center which we call the Race of Men”, we hear the first idea of 

humanity as a center in the life of the planet. This must be understood from the original definition 

of the word “race” as meaning a group, and is how we are viewed by Hierarchy. The restoration of 

the Plan must come from the united cooperation of Humanity as a center in this greater life. 

 

The second idea, “Let this Plan of Light and Love work out,” indicates that the Plan must be 

manifested, or worked, on planes of matter on earth. A plan of light is one of intelligent activity, and 

the creation of forms to express that intelligent design, according to God’s Will which is love. This is 



a continuation of the previous evolutionary goal, when the principle of intelligence was then the 

primary work and love was not. 

 

The third idea, that humanity must, “seal the door where evil dwells,” indicates that there is evil and 

that it must be sealed. Evil can be defined as that which no longer serves, or “the good of the past.” 

This offers a deep contemplation on the meaning of evil in the universe of a loving God. The door 

is humanity’s spiritual development with the solar plexus center, as the root of its material desires, 

must be transmuted into the selfless love of the heart center. 

 

The last idea is stated: “Let Light, and Love and Power, restore the Plan on Earth.” The quality of 

power as it applies to the Plan must be restored. Power as vision and the will as a directing force in 

alignment with God’s Will must be used by humanity. The Plan which was once known must be 

restored, before the work of the Aquarian Age can be accomplished.  

 

From these four ideas we are given a road map to the work humanity must accomplish for the 

Aquarian Age; that of Right Human Relations and Group Consciousness, to manifest the Plan on 

Earth. Humanity as the throat center, and the creative aspect of planetary life, must make it 

manifest. Those of us learning to work more subjectively through the Triangles Meditation Group 

are wielding the power of visualization, as the Ajna center of the planetary life 

 

Today we have the opportunity to practice the Triangles meditation work together as members of 

the planetary Ajna center, and to increase the potency of our work as a united and integrated group. 

Let us join together now to do the triangles meditation, and then we will hear from Judit and 

Eduardo their thoughts and inspiration, on this great 7th Ray invocation of Light, and Love and 

Power, for the Aquarian Age. 

 

 


